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Welcome to the latest issue of The Prefinite
Paper, we wish those who celebrate a
prosperous year of the Metal Ox! In this joyous
February, we are not only celebrating the
auspicious occasion of Chinese New Year, but
also the amorous celebration of Valentine’s Day.
To help you celebrate, we have prepared a
curation of programs from all around Jakarta.
We are blessed to have these occasions to show
our family and loved ones how much they mean
to us. We should cherish these times and make
the most out of them.
Enjoy the celebrations!
Stay safe and healthy,
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CELEBRATE AT

Four Seasons Jakarta

Usher in the year of the Ox with an abundance of prosperity with an exquisite dining
experience. On Chinese New Year Day, lunch will be presented in a family style
setting where guests will be indulged with a wide range of popular traditional Chinese
delicacies. Start with a gourmet Yu Sheng as a starter on each table, to toss and
indulge with family and friends to bring luck, wealth, good health and prosperity. This
special Yu Sheng features a vibrant mix of ingredients such as shredded carrots,
radish, crispy vermicelli, ginger, and more with a special concoction of homemade
sauce. For an extra kick, the team will also prepare a generous amount of Norwegian
Salmon Sashimi for the opening toss.
Located at the doorstep of the city’s prime dining, lifestyle and business district, Four
Seasons Hotel Jakarta is a light-filled oasis with personalized luxury that makes it the
perfect spot to spend the upcoming Chinese New Year and Valentine’s weekend with
your nearest and dearest. Four Seasons Hotel Jakarta offers a non-to-others romantic
getaway package to celebrate their love journey with tons of benefit such as a
complimentary upgrade to Deluxe Suite, 2 glass of 30 Mile Wine Sauvignon Blanc
upon arrival, extra petit fours crafted especially by Executive Pastry Chef Lorenzo
Sollecito and an In-Suite breakfast for two. Moreover, to add an extra merriment for
the day, couples will be also rewarded with a BVLGARI Gift Certificate at
IDR 1,000,000.
LEARN MORE

DINING

LUNAR NEW YEAR
FESTIVITIES

at Sudestada Jakarta

Send best wishes and warm
greetings to your friends and
colleagues on this auspicious
occasion of Chinese New Year
with hampers from Sudestada
Jakarta. As a celebration for
the year of the Metal Ox,
Sudestada
Jakarta
has
prepared the lovingly crafted
Chinese New Year hampers

consisting of Green Onyx Coaster, Lemon Pie,
Chocolate Alfajor, Dulce de Leche Alfajor,
Biscoff Cake, Red Velvet Cake, Chocolate Cake,
and six sachets of TWG Tea for IDR 620.000+.
Their gelato and sorbet line, Sudestada
Heladeria, is also ready to celebrate the
festivities with the special gelato flavor of
Mandarino Chocolate: creamy and citrusy
orange gelato, is drizzled with dark and rich
chocolate, the two are a match made in heaven.

LEARN MORE
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FAIRMONT JAKARTA’S
VALENTINE OFFERS

Fairmont Jakarta invites guests
to celebrate Valentine’s Day
with romantic dinners and
luxurious staycation in the city’s
most prestigious address.
Guests can impress their dates
with an intimate dinner at 1945
Restaurant and take romance to
new heights with sky high dining
experience at VIEW Restaurant.
Couples can also enjoy the
classy Italian dishes at Sapori
Restaurant or take the ultimate
Romantic experience with

candle light dinner under the sky at the one and
only Pod Dining in Jakarta. Fairmont Jakarta also
offers luxurious rooms and suites that overlook
either the Senayan Golf Course or the City
skyline, an array of restaurants and luxurious spa,
making it the ideal location for unforgettable stay
with that special someone. The Romantic
Valentine’s Getaway package available from 12 to
14 February 2021, inclusive of a complimentary
room upgrade to the next available category,
candle-light dinner for two at 1945 Restaurant
during the stay, Romantic in-room amenities
upon arrival, and breakfast for two persons.

LEARN MORE
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WYNDHAM CASABLANCA’S
Vegantine

On February 14th, 2021, celebrate romance at Wyndham Casablanca with their
romantic poolside Be My Vegantine dinner. Enjoy a 5-course plant based fine dining
menu prepared by RIVA Health.
Plant-based or plant-forward eating patterns focus on foods primarily sourced from
plants. Not only does it incorporate fruits and vegetables, but also nuts, seeds, oils,
and whole grains. These diets are low in saturated fat, free of cholesterol, and rich in
fiber, vitamins, minerals and antioxidants, with various benefits such as lowering your
risks of heart disease, hypertension, and other diseases.
Book your spot for this ambient dinner for IDR 1.402.210++ per couple.

LEARN MORE
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SHOW YOUR LOVE
WITH BVLGARI

Looking for the perfect gift for your significant other? What better way to express
your love than to gift one of the crafts from one of the world’s finest jewelers,
Bvlgari.
This Valentine’s Day, express your love for your partner with Bvlgari. Indulge in the
fantasies and electricity of Valentine’s Day with Bvlgari’s signature Roman style.
Their crafts inspire us all to give into our dreams and take a chance on love, as the
Italian Maison extends its exuberant spirit and daring creativity to the most
romantic holiday of the year.
LEARN MORE
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ROMANTIC STAY-AT-HOME
DATE IDEAS
For Valentine’s Day

Staying in can be just as romantic as going out, especially when you put in extra effort
and creativity. These activities are a way to make the relationship feel fresh and more
special, even if you’re staying in on Valentine’s Day. Read on for our favorite romantic
stay-at-home date ideas that you can indulge in for your date night!

LEARN MORE
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FUN WORKOUT

with Geng Gobyos
Geng Gobyos makes working out fun
for everyone! Suitable for anyone with
any kind of fitness background and
experience, Geng Gobyos encourages
everyone to stay fit at home with simple
equipment you can easily find. Led by
Riana Bismarak, a certified Pound Pro,
ZIN (Zumba & Zumba Toning), and
Strong Nation Instructor, Geng Gobyos’
subscribers can attend 12 workout
sessions per month, consisting of 9x
cardio toning sessions and 3x pound fit
sessions per month, with subscription
fee starting from IDR 149.000.
If you’re interested in signing up for
Geng Gobyos membership, tune into
The Prefinite Talks Instagram Live
session with Riana Bismarak on
Wednesday, February 17th at 7PM
Jakarta time, only on @prefinite.id.

LEARN MORE

